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ABSTRACT 
The most difficult problem to deal with in any data 
processing system is change.  There are many problems inherent 
in data processing, especially those caused by traditional pro- 
gramming techniques which prohibit growth and have little 
flexibility. 
This report takes a typical batch process application which 
is run as an information gathering system for the Joint Planning 
Commission of Lehigh and Northampton counties in Pennsylvania 
and discusses the advantages of converting this system to the 
new technology of a data base system. 
Being basically a batch process, this system will function 
well until some requirement necessitates a redesign of the 
system or a reconfiguration of the data. Using conventional 
processing techniques makes change very difficult. 
In conventional processing, data sets are constructed 
rigidly with no capability of adding new fields to records. 
Programs are written with hard coded file definitions which are 
only changeable through recompilation. After structuring a file 
any attempt to restructure that file must be accompanied by the 
recompilation of all programs accessing it. 
Discussion concerns the inflexibility of traditional data 
management access methods.  By dealing with complete records 
and causing programs to accept complete records during data 
reads, the access methods force an inflexible situation on 
application programs.  A minor change in a record format can 
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cause major revisions to a program system. 
The purpose of this thesis is to suggest a way in which the 
currently employed batch access methods can be converted to an 
information management system, specifically the IMS/360 Data Base 
System.  The objective of conversion is to enhance system growth 
potential and to provide the ability to easily accommodate 
change. 
The growth potential resulting from this new data base 
system may be as diverse as a user desires.  To illustrate this 
potential, examples are shown of processing techniques from the 
most basic batch design to the complexity of an on-line inter- 
active terminal facility. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
On December 1, 1972 a continuing planning contract was 
signed between the Joint Planning Commission of Lehigh- 
Northampton counties and the Pennsylvania Department of Trans- 
portation.  This contract requires the agency, in conjunction 
with other agencies throughout the state, to prepare and 
administer continuous planning programs while maintaining a 
constant flow of updates to the state which monitors their 
progress.  Until quite recently all program monitoring has been 
done manually by staff members of the Joint Planning Commission 
(hereafter referred to as JPC). 
Obviously in a service area as large as the Lehigh Valley   v 
the amount of planning programs initiated can be quite enormous. 
Selecting which portions of the total available information to 
monitor was limited by time, money and staff availability. 
These items were selected which "...best reflect the growth, 
needs, and problems of the community." 
A subsequent review of these items revealed that two 
elements should be automated before the others, the land use 
and housing elements.  It was determined by JPC staff that 
these elements have higher priority for several reasons: among 
them, a reduction ift man hours and cost of processing; a 
reduction in percentage of human error; an improvement in 
accuracy and flexibility of data. 
Out of this review has come the 'Computerized Land Use 
And Housing Information System1.^ it is this system that the 
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following report deals with. 
Although the land use and housing system represents only 
one aspect of a total planning information system, this paper 
deals with the general topics which could apply to all compo- 
nents of the total system.  The design considerations dealt with 
could be applied to a complete inclusion of the other elements 
known to be needed in a planning commission information system. 
The purpose of this study is to initially provide a batch 
processing technique for the current JPC 'Land Use and Housing 
File' which should outperform existing design, and secondly, 
lend itself to on-line processing involving both current design 
and future inclusion of all other elements in the information 
system. 
Only the basic approach is presented in order to demon- 
strate the ease of conversion to the new technology and after 
the conversion, how easily other elements can be incorporated 
into the system. 
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II. PROPOSAL 
The system as it exists today is a rather straightforward 
batch processing application.  Problems will occur, as they do 
in most systems, when some variable necessitates a redesign of 
the system or a reconfiguration of the data collection itself. 
With conventional techniques, change is a great problem. 
Once a data set is constructed there is no facility for 
adding new fields.  Once a program is written, file definitions 
are hard coded and only changeable through recompilation. 
When a file is restructured, all programs which access that 
file must be recompiled to accommodate the change.  All of 
these things were true until quite recently, revealing the 
goal of this paper. 
This report suggests a conversion of existing programs 
and data contained in the land use data system to another type 
of information collection known as an IMS/360 Data Base System. 
Conversion to an IMS system provides less redundancy in data, 
less user data base management, and if required, an on-line 
data communications facility. 
III. INTRODUCTION TO IMS 
Information Management System or IMS/360 as it is more 
generally known, is an IBM program product developed as a joint 
effort between IBM and North American Rockwell.  It is specifi- 
cally designed to interface with the IBM/360 Operating Systems. 
The most significant aspect of IMS, and the reason it has 
been chosen in this paper as an operating environment for the 
Land Use Data System, is the ability of IMS to provide both data 
base and data communications support within one system. 
To achieve total support in both data management and data 
communications areas, IMS had to be designed with a rather non- 
conventional combination of concepts. 
First, total support of data management and communications 
meant allowing IMS to have operating system priority during 
processing.  This was accomplished by integrating portions of 
IMS function directly into the operating system itself. 
Secondly, to support application programs in both batch and 
on-line processing while providing concurrent access to common 
data bases required IMS to be a control program independent of 
the operating system.  This was accomplished by designing a 
unique programming language to IMS called DL/l or Data Language/ 
I.  DL/l is host to several high level languages such as COBOL 
and PL/l.  The interface between DL/l and programming languages 
is provided through the 'Call' statement. 
The third unique feature of IMS is found in the set of 
utility programs which are used to structure and maintain data 
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bases to be accessed by IMS processing.  Thus to describe IMS 
as a system, one must relate in some detail the three basic 
components involved. 
The first component is the data base interface.  This 
area of code interacts between user programs and the data bases 
required for processing.  The topic Data Base Facilities in 
the following section addresses this area. 
The second component is the data base management code 
which concerns itself with data base generation for application 
program access.  Following a description of data base definition, 
examples of retrieval will be shown in this section called Data 
Base Management. 
The final component of IMS to be discussed is the data 
communications facility which enables IMS to act as a tele- 
processing application with full message scheduling, check- 
point, and restart capabilities.  Details of this component 
are contained in the third section of the IMS introduction 
which is entitled Data Communications Facilities. 
Data Base Facilities 
As mentioned above, supporting application programs in 
both batch and on-line processes creates a unique problem for 
IMS.  It must be authorized to run as a task of the operating 
system, as well as, independently of the system.  To accomplish 
this goal, Data Language/i was developed. 
DL/l provides in one interface the ability to describe 
data bases both physically and logically. Also provided to 
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application programs is the capacity to access these data bases 
either physically as they exist, or logically as they are used. 
The actual process of creating a physical or logical data base 
is controlled by a special program known as a Data Base 
Description Generation (DBDGEN) which is discussed in the Data 
Base Management section. 
All IMS data bases are composed of tree structure entries 
organized in logical relationships as defined by users.  The 
objective in viewing data as a tree structure is to achieve the 
ability to access any portion of the structure regardless of its 
physical location in storage.  Through the tree structure con- 
cept, IMS allows users* to design data bases which are stored on 
disk exactly as defined, or through a highly developed system 
of indices, to design data bases which are physically independent 
but logically accessible.  To clarify we should examine Figure 1. 
Figure 1 demonstrates both the conventional method of 
defining a data record and the hierarchical tree structure 
method used in IMS data base design.  Though we haven't seen 
how to do it yet, let us assume that an IMS data base exists 
which can be logically represented by Figure 1. 
The basic or 'root' segment of this record (the key field) 
is a segment called Customer.  Customer contains the account 
number and name of the customer.  The two subordinate or 'depen- 
dent' segments are the address data and order activity segments. 
They in turn contain the address and order data, respectively, 
which appears in the conventional record layout. 
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Assume there also exists a data base for vendors. 
Figure 1.1 demonstrates this data base. A company using these 
tree structures in its data processing would now have one data 
base to store its customers and one data base to store records 
of its suppliers or vendors. 
However, notice in Figure 1.1 that it is desirable to know 
whether a vendor ia also a customer.  That information could be 
stored into the vendor data base, but by doing that we are 
carrying redundant data in our system. 
Therein is the advantage of IMS tree structured data. 
Redundant data can be avoided by connecting the two physically 
independent data bases in logical relationship. 
Figure 1.2 protrays this logical relationship. The dotted 
line indicates that a logical pointer (index) replaces the 
customer segment.  If a vendor is not also a customer, no 
pointer will exist.  If a vendor is a customer, the information 
pertinent to customers can be accessed directly from the customer 
data base.  Logical relationships between segments of data bases 
and between segments within data bases can become quite complex 
according to the application requirements. 
These illustrations show how a user initially designs 
segments on a tree structure basis before defining the design 
to IMS via control statements.  This definition then becomes the 
most basic activity in an IMS system. Without a description of 
the data base, DL/l cannot access it.  To better understand what 
things are described in a data base description (DBD), the 
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following terms must be explained: 
1) segment 
2) physical data'record 
3) logical data record 
4) logical data base 
5) sensitivity 
A segment is the basic unit of data processed between DL/l 
and an application program.  It is a fixed length unit of data 
composed of one or more data fields.  For readers familiar with 
traditional techniques, the segment could be viewed as a fixed 
length field with a variable number of sub-fields in it. 
The physical data record is the tree structure represent- 
ation of the data base.  It is composed of segments which can 
be referenced independently of their actual location in the 
record.  To obtain this capability it was necessary to change 
the conventional notions of reading or writing data.  DL/l does 
not transfer records to an application program as in convention- 
al processes but transfers segments instead. 
The logical data base is as one would expect, a collection 
of logical data records organized according to one of the four 
IMS access methods. 
DL/l could not perform its tasks using conventional access 
techniques because no existing IBM access method could support 
the data independence which IMS requires.  Conventional access 
methods process records as they physically exist within a file; 
13 
IMS access methods must support logical retrieval of segments 
regardless of their physical representation.  Because of this 
criterion, new storage techniques and access methods were 
developed for IMS. 
There are two basic organizations which are used to 
process the storage organization techniques of IMS — Hierarchi- 
cal Sequential and Hierarchical Direct. 
In Hierarchical Sequential organization the segments of a 
physical data base are placed one after the other and are re- 
lated by their physical position.  These segments occupy contig- 
uous blocks, thus linking them by their location. 
The'Hierarchical Direct organization has the segments re- 
lated by address pointers.  The segments are linked according to 
hierarchical structure of the data base, but physical blocks are 
not contiguous as in Hierarchical Sequential. 
The four access methods which relate to the data organiza- 
tion are HSAM (Hierarchical Sequential), HISAM (Hierarchical 
Indexed Sequential), HDAM (Hierarchical Direct), and HIDAM 
(Hierarchical Indexed Direct). 
HSAM and HISAM support sequential and indexed sequential 
processing, respectively.  HDAM supports direct processing 
while HIDAM supports retrieval of segments through a hashed 
address plus indexing technique. 
These are the access methods available to an application 
program. Often, conventional access methods do not satisfy the 
requirements of a data base system, so IMS has an access method 
14 
of its own which it uses for the majority of data base accesses. 
This method is called OSAM (Overflow Sequential Access Method). 
OSAM does not require previous formatting of data sets as some 
access methods; it handles fixed-length, blocked or unblocked 
records, it supports update-in-place operations, as well as, 
add operations.  Generally, IMS uses OSAM without the user being 
aware of it. 
Sensitivity is the concept in IMS which allows DL/l to 
present to an application program only those segments which it 
needs to process.  In conventional processing, a record is given 
to a program each time it issues a read.  Depending on the appli- 
cation, an appreciable amount of the data contained in the re- 
cord is not needed.  IMS has eliminated this transfer of un- 
necessary data.  More important than the saving of computer time 
is the security provided.  Programs which should not access 
certain data in a record will not be able to do so because they 
will not be 'sensitive* to that data.  Sensitivity is assigned 
to all application programs through utilities in a Program 
Specification Block Generation (PSBGEN), discussed in the Data 
Base Management section. 
Now that some of the terms have been defined we can try to 
further define a data base and how DL/l processes it for a user 
program.  The actual mechanics of generating a DBD (Data Base 
Description) and a PSB (Program Specification Block) will be 
covered in the next section. 
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Figure 2 shows a view of a typical data base environment. 
The application program is shown executing input and output re- 
quests under the control of the operating system. Data needed 
by the application is stored on disk accessible only through 
DL/l control.  The interface to the data is achieved through a 
'Call' from the application program to DL/l.  A statistical 
record of the transaction is simultaneously recorded on tape by 
the data base logging modules to provide checkpoint/restart 
capabilities in case of system failure. 
In a broad sense this view does not differ markedly from 
any other control system.  The differences are found internally. 
In the application program a symbolic language specifies to 
DL/l the input and output requests. Also specified by the 
application program are the data bases required, the key of the 
segment or segments required, and probably most important, the 
PCB (Program Control Block).  The PCB identifies to DL/l the 
segments this particular program may access. DL/l verifies 
(through a series of checks discussed below) which segments 
requested are usuable by the calling program.  If the applica- 
tion program is not authorized to use these segments, an error 
code is returned and processing discontinues.  No other segments 
may be retrieved. As stated above, this concept has been called 
•sensitivity'. 
The greatest differences among other control systems is 
found in data base processing by DL/l. Total system control of 
data bases is a requirement.  From the initialization of IMS 
16 
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until its termination, DL/l controls the data base environment. 
To examine this control we can briefly sketch exactly what things 
occur during IMS initialization prior to execution of any appli- 
cation programs. 
IMS requires three levels of control on each application 
program which it will execute: 
1) that the program exists as a member of a load 
module library known to IMS. 
2) that a DBD (Data Base Description) control block 
~-
i
»-     has been created which describes the segments of 
all data bases to be used by the application program. 
3) that a PSB (Program Specification Block) has been 
created which defines what segments in what data 
bases a particular application program may access 
and in what mode these segments may be accessed. 
Figure 3 depicts the operating environment at the beginning 
of execution of an application program.  The application program 
issues a call to DL/l, passing a parameter list which contains: 
an operation code, a search argument for segments, a data base 
name, a PCB (Program Control Block), and the address of a work 
area into which the segments should be loaded. 
Data Language/I accepts the parameter list and attaches the 
appropriate DBD block for the data base description.  A search 
of the PSB blocks for a PSB with the same name as the application 
program follows. Examination of the PSB determines if the re- 
quested action of the application program is permitted.  If the 
request is allowable, descriptive information on the data is 
passed to the appropriate hierarchical access method which in 
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turn loads the data into the work area specified by the appli- 
cation program. 
All of this is possible because of the DBD and PSB.  No 
mention has been made of how they suddenly appeared in storage 
for DL/l to reference.  Actually they are loaded into storage, 
during initialization, from IMS libraries where they were placed 
by a systems programmer.  Data Base Management discusses 
construction of these control blocks. 
Data Base Management 
The DBD (Data Base Description) 
Figure 4.0 illustrates a simple record layout for a 
customer file.  In addition, a tree structure diagram has been 
drawn which represents that record.  From this type of analysis, 
a systems programmer can code a DBD. 
Just as the application program is coded in a high level 
language such as Cobol, the DBD (Data Base Description) and PSB 
(Program Specification Block) are coded in assembler macros prior 
to bringing the application program on-line.  The systems pro- 
grammer analyzes the traditional record format, interprets this 
analysis into the logical relationships known as segments and 
pictures these segments in a tree structure diagram. 
Figure 4.1 illustrates the new data base as conceived by 
the programmer.  The customer segment will be the primary or 
root segment.  All customer data base records begin with this 
root. To discuss the relationships between segments several 
20 
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terms are used: parent, child, and twin segments. 
The term 'parent' is given to any segment in the hierarchy 
which has segments below it.  'Child' refers to any segment with 
segments above it in the tree structure.  'Twin' refers to 
multiple occurrences of the same segment within a data base 
record. 
Therefore, customer is the 'parent' segment to both the 
address data and order activity segments.  Likewise they are 
'child' segments to customer.  Order activity has multiple 
occurrences within the data base record making them 'twin' 
segments. 
As Figure 4.1 demonstrates, the addition of another data 
base record (root segment - 'Thomas') would create a twin segment 
for 'Jones'. As before, any segments added below 'Thomas' would 
become its children segments. 
Figure 4.2 illustrates both the traditional and hierarchi- 
cal representations of the customer and the vendor data base. 
The vendor data base has a customer segment existing for every 
vendor who also is a customer.  It is apparent that redundant 
data exists between these files.  The customer segment of the 
vendor data base would not be necessary if there were some 
technique to connect that information in the customer data base. 
As previously shown in Figure 1.2, it is possible to place any 
number of data bases in logical relationships with each other. 
To define this relationship an analyst draws the logical 
tree structure of the segments in each data base (Figure 4.3). 
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This relationship, once coded and assembled, will enable a user 
program to access the data in each data base as though only one 
data base existed.  Sequential access of data will result in 
retrieval of segments top to bottom, left to right.  Thus in our 
example, retrieval would bring vendor, customer, address data, 
order activity, address data, and materials.  It is important 
to note that Figure 4.3 represents a logical relationship 
between the two data bases.  The segment 'customer' and its 
child segments do not physically exist in the vendor data base. 
What really exists under 'vendor' is an address pointer to the 
appropriate customer record. 
The actual statements used to describe these data bases are 
shown in Figures 5.0, 5-1, and 5.2.  (Table 1 contains a list of 
the control statements used in the DBD along with the general 
function of each statement). 
When assembled, Figure 5-0 statements will generate the 
code required by DL/l to interface with any program requesting 
access to the customer data.  Likewise, the assembled statements 
in Figure 5.1 provide access to the vendor data. 
As stated earlier, one distinct advantage in using IMS 
access methods is the decreased redundancy of data being stored. 
An extension of this advantage, and possibly more important, is 
the ability of IMS to permit restructuring and redefinition of 
data bases without modification of existing user programs.  To 
illustrate this point we can again examine the customer/vendor 
data base examples. 
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TABLE 1.  DATA BASE DESCRIPTION CONTROL STATEMENTS 
Statement 
PRINT 
DBD 
DATASET 
SEGM 
LCHSLD 
FIELD 
DBDGEN 
FINISH 
END 
Function 
Causes suppression of assembly listing 
Specifies data base name 
Specifies a data set group within a data 
base 
Defines a segment within the data base 
Specifies logical relationship among 
segments 
Defines a field within a segment 
Denotes end of DBD specification 
Verifies DBD completion 
Denotes end of source module 
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DBD NAME=CUSTDB,ACCESS=HISAM 
DATASET DD1=CUSTFILE,OVFLW=CUSTOVF,DEVICE=2 314 
SEGM NAME-CUSTOMER,BYTES=26,FREQ=1200 
FIELD NAME=(ACCTNO,SEQ,U),BYTES=6,START=1,TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME=CUSTNAME,BYTES=20,START=7,TYPE=C 
LCHILD NAME =(CUSTOMER,VENDORDB),PTR=NONE 
SEGM NAME=CUSTADDR,BYTES=45,FREQ=1,PARENT=CUSTOMER 
FIELD NAME=STREET,BYTES=l8,START=l,TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME-CITY,BYTES=20,START=19,TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME=STATE,BYTES-2,START=39,TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME=ZIP,BYTES=5,START=4l,TYPE-C 
SEGM NAME =ORDERACT,BYTES =46,FREQ=30,PARENT=CUSTOMER 
FIELD NAME =FREQCY,BYTES=1,START=1,TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME =ORDCLS,BYTES=3,START=2,TYPE =C 
FIELD NAME=AMOUNT,BYTES=6,START=5,TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME =ORDATE,BYTES =6,START=11,TYPE =C 
FIELD NAME=DESCR,BYTES=30,START=17,TYPE=C 
DBDGEN 
FINISH 
END 
FIGURE 5.0.  HISAM DBD GENERATION OF CUSTOMER DATA BASE 
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DBD NAME=VENDORDB,ACCESS=HISAM 
DATASET DD1=VENDFILE,OVFLW=VENDOVF,DEVICE=2314 
SEGM NAME=VEND0R,BYTES=26,FREQ=1000 
FIELD NAME=(VEND0R,SEQ,U),BYTES=6,START=1,TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME =NAME,BYTES =20,START=7,TYPE =C 
SEGM NAME=CUSTOMER,BYTES=6,FREQ=1200 
PARENT=(VENDOR),(CUSTOMER,P,CUSTDB)) 
SEGM NAME =ADDRESS , BYTES =45 ,FREQ_=i, PARENT=VENDOR 
FIELD NAME=STREET,BYTES=«18,START=1,TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME=CITY,BYTES=20,START=19,TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME=STATE,BYTES=2,START=39,TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME=ZIP,BYTES=5,START=4l,TYPE=C 
SEGM NAME =MATERIALS,BYTES =54,FREQ=200,PARENT=VENDOR 
FIELD NAME-MATLCODE,BYTES =5,START=1,TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME=DATE,BYTES=6,START=6,TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME=AMOUNT,BYTES =6,START=12,TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME =DESCRIP,BYTES =30,START=l8,TYPE =C 
FIELD NAME =UNITCOST,BYTES =7,START=48,TYPE =C 
DBDGEN 
FINISH 
END 
FIGURE   5-1.     HISAM DBD GENERATION OF  VENDOR DATA  BASE 
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DBD NAME=VENDCUST,ACCESS=LOGICAL 
DATASET LOGICAL 
SEGM NAME =VENDOR,SOURCE=((VENDOR,DATA,VENDORDB)) 
'SEGM NAME=CUSTOMER,PARENT=VENDOR, X 
SOURCE=( (CUSTOMER,KEY,VENDORDB),(CUSTOMER,DATA,CUSTDB)) 
SEGM NAME=CUSTADDR,PARENT=CUSTOMER,SOURCE=((CUSTADDR,,CUSTDB)) 
SEGM NAME=ORDERACT,PARENT=CUSTOMER,SOURCE=((ORDERACT,,CUSTDB)) 
SEGM NAME=ADDRESS,PARENT=VENDOR,SOURCE=((ADDRESS,,VENDORDB)) 
SEGM NAME ^MATERIALS,PARENT^VENDOR,SOURCE = ((MATERIALS,,VENDORDB)) 
DBDGEN 
FINISH 
END 
FIGURE 5-2.  LOGICAL DBD FOR VENDOR/CUSTOMER DATA BASE 
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Assume that the customer data base and the vendor data base 
have existed for some time with several unrelated programs 
accessing them.  Also assume that the vendor data base contains 
no customer data.  A request is made to provide information 
which regularly monitors all vendors who are not customers.  In 
traditional processing two options are available.  The first 
option is to create a new vendor file which contains customer 
information, thus causing recompilation of all programs using 
that file.  The second option is to modify all programs involved 
to process both files concurrently matching customers with 
vendors.  In both options considerable effort could be involved. 
Such a change causes less problems in an IMS environment. 
The two physical data bases can be represented logically 
by the DBD in Figure 5.2. After two physical DBD's have been 
created (Figures 5.0 and 5-1)* a logical DBD must be coded to 
support access by any programs working with the combined vendor 
and customer data bases.  This DBD is the coded equivalent of 
the hierarchical structure depicted in Figure 4.3. A user 
program processes through the logical data base without knowing 
the actual data storage.  The physical storage is resolved by 
DL/l's analysis of the DBD and selection of the appropriate 
access method.  In Figure 5-2, each segment is named along with 
its data base source.  Note that the customer segment (segm 
name - customer) has two sources: first, an address in the 
vendor data base and second, a complete record in the customer 
data base.  Actual resolution of all fields occurs during 
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generation of the logical DBD through detailed processing of the 
existing physical DBD's. 
Typically, a user program reading top to bottom left to 
right, reads vendor followed by customer. Unknown to this 
program, on a read to customer record the access method reads a 
key which points to the customer data record. After completing 
the processing of the customer data the program receives the 
next set of data from the vendor data base, unaware that differ- 
ent data bases have been processed. Only programs processing 
the vendor data base and requiring customer data must be modified. 
The change is transparent to all other programs. 
As time passes, other data bases might be required.  They 
also can be included by designing and coding another logical DBD 
to connect them. Again, no existing programs will need recompi- 
lation unless they require processing of the new data base. 
The first step in execution of an IMS program has been 
completely described.  The hierarchical relationships have been 
drawn and coded into assembler macros. A systems programmer 
would now link this code into an IMS system library called DBDLIB 
as shown in Figure 5-3. All DBDs are loaded from that library at 
IMS initialization time. 
The next step in developing the IMS system involves coding 
of the PSB (Program Specification Block). 
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CONTROL 
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FIELD NAMES — LENGTHS 
ACCESS METHOD 
FIGURE 5.3-  SUMMARY OF DBD GENERATION 
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The PSB (Program Specification Block) 
Before an application program can be executed under IMS, it 
is necessary to describe that program and its use of logical 
data structures and logical terminals through a PSB generation. 
In addition to defining all of the resources to be used by a 
program, the PSB tells IMS the specific characteristics of the 
program itself. 
Each program must have one PSB.  This PSB includes a de- 
scription of each data base accessed by the program in the form 
of a Program Control Block (PCB).  PCB's also allow applica- 
tion programs to interface with message queues.  This technique 
will be discussed later.  As in DBD generation, control state- 
ments are assembled into object form and placed in a special IMS 
library.  From this library, PSBLIB, program control blocks are 
loaded into memory at IMS initialization time. 
Generation of the PSB involves a much simpler process than 
the DBD because there are fewer rules and options.  There are 
four basic types of statements used in PSB generations: 
1) PCB statements which permit application programs to 
interface with IMS message queues. 
2) PCB statements which permit application programs to 
interface with IMS data bases. 
3) SENSEG statements that define the segments to which 
an application program is sensitive. Sensitivity 
completes the definition of logical data structures. 
4) PSBGEN statements which define-the characteristics of 
the associated application program. 
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Although not considered by IBM documentation to be a 
separate component of IMS data base processing, item-1 concerning 
message queue processing will be dealt with later in this report 
under Data Communications Facilities.  Discussion for the 
remainder of this section on PSB's will be restricted to batch 
processing of data bases.  The remaining types of PSB statements 
are illustrated in Figure 6.0 which shows a PSB generation for 
a typical program processing the vendor/customer logical data 
base. (Table 2 contains a list of the control statements used in 
the PSB along with the functions of each statement). 
If other data bases were also to be processed by a program, 
additional PCB statements would be added to the PSB generation. 
An analysis of PSB generation can be made by examining Figures 
6.0 and 6.1. 
Once assembled as a PCB, the statements in Figure 6.0 will 
allow an application program to access the segments defined.  To 
summarize the meaning of this PSB, the following explanation is 
given: 
1) The PCB is a data base PCB. 
2) The DBD being referenced is called VENDCUST. 
3) All processing options are permitted (add, delete, 
modify, etc.) 
4) Total concatenated key length of all segments is 12 
bytes. 
5) The application program is only sensitive to vendor, 
customer, custaddr, and orderact segments. 
6) The application program will be written in COBOL. 
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TABLE 2.   PSB CONTROL STATEMENTS 
Statement Function 
PCB 
SENSEG 
PSBGEN 
END 
Describes a Data Language/i data base. 
Describes the segments to which an application 
program is sensitive and specifies the data 
base processing options. 
Specifies the characteristics of the 
application program. 
Denotes end of source module. 
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PCB TYPE=DB,DBDNAME=VENDCUST,PROCOPT=A,KEYLEN=12 
SENSEG NAME =VENDOR,PARENT=0 
SENSEG NAME =CUS TOMER,PARENT=VENDOR 
SENSEG NAME=CUSTADDR,PARENT=CUSTOMER 
SENSEG NAME=ORDERACT,PARENT=CUSTOMER 
PSBGEN LANG=COBOL,PSBNAME=CUSTSRCH 
END 
FIGURE  6.0.        PSB GENERATION FOR LOGICAL DATA  BASE 
i 
t 
i 
(POINTER) 
CUSTOMER 
KEY=6 
E 
\ 
CUSTADDR ORDERACT 
\ 
_„_ 
x 
» —* 
MATERIALS 
FIGURE 6.1.  EXAMPLE OF SEGMENT SENSITIVITY FOR 6.0 
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7) The application program and the PSB name will both 
be  "CUSTSRCH". 
Figure 6.1 illustrates the concept of sensitivity determined 
by the SENSEG statements in Figure 6.0.  The logical structure 
shown within dotted lines represents the hierarchical set of 
segments to which program "CUSTSRCH" is sensitive.  The other 
two segments are not known to this program.  This logical hier- 
archy of data segments may or may not exist as a physical hier- 
archy.  This depends in any PCB on the relationship between 
segments defined by SENSEG statements and the existence of these 
segments in one or more data bases defined by their data base 
descriptions. However, the SENSEG statements themselves must 
follow the PCB statement according to the hierarchical structure 
of the data in a top to bottom, left to right direction. 
The second step in description of an IMS program has now 
been completed.  The PSB to describe an application program's 
use of logical data structures has been coded and placed in IMS 
PSBLIB.  Figure 6.2 typifies this process.  The final step 
involves preparation of the application program to interface 
with Data Language/I and the data base access methods. 
The Application Program 
Earlier, it was stated that IMS imposes three control 
levels on introduction of new application programs. Two of them 
in our examples, the DBD and the PSB, have been coded and linked— 
into their respective IMS system libraries, (DBDLIB and PSBLIB). 
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FIGURE 6.2.  SUMMARY OF PSB GENERATION 
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The third level is that imposed on the application program. 
In order to interface with DL/l and subsequently process the data 
bases, an application program must contain linkage entry and exit 
points.  These points are made available in COBOL by the 'entry' 
and 'call' statements. 
Actual data base processing takes place when the region 
controller of IMS calls the application program.  The linkage 
completes when the region controller attaches the address of the 
application program's 'entry'statement.  The application program 
passes to the region controller a list of all program control 
blocks {PCB's) necessary for data base processing.  These PCB's 
must be passed in the same order that.they were generated in the 
PSB for this program.  Figure 7 illustrates this linkage. 
The COBOL statement used to provide this initial linkage 
takes the format: 
ENTRY'DLITCBL' USING pcb-name-1, pcb-name-2,...,pcb-name-n. 
After completing this linkage to the region controller, the 
application program is free to make input and output requests to 
DL/l.  These requests are specified by the application program 
in the following format: 
Enter linkage. 
Call 'CBLTDLI' using operation, PCB-Name, I/O area, 
SSA-1, SSA-2,..., SSA-n. 
Enter COBOL. 
Here, the call 'CBLTDLI' is a call from COBOL to Data 
Language/I.  The parameter 'operation' specifies to DL/l the 
desired input or output operation the application program wants 
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FIGURE 7.  CONTROL FLOW IN BATCH REGION 
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to perform.  Figure 8 lists all of the data base operations and 
their meanings.  (For a explanation of each operation's function, 
see Table 3.)  The second parameter passed is the name of a PCB 
defined in the linkage section of the application program.  This 
definition, however, does not describe a PCB as in a PSBGEN, but 
is used to provide feedback information for the application 
program from any I/O operation given to Data Language/l. 
The correct data base on which DL/l is to perform the 
operation has been determined positionally by each PCB specified 
in the 'entry' statement.  The position of PCB's corresponds 
directly to the PSBGEN for this application program. 
Feedback of this kind is essential to an IMS program to 
insure processing validity.  Included in feedback are the data 
base name, the last segment level processed, the return code to 
indicate results, and other information of this type.  Thus, the 
data base PCB contained in the application program reflects the 
results of interaction with DL/l. At execution time, all PSB 
entries are controlled by DL/l.  Access to these PCB's may be 
considered to be 'read only' for the application program.  The 
data base PCB is only a mask for the application program, with 
the real PCB being external. 
The third parameter provides DL/l with the address of the 
application program's work area.  This is the transient area 
between DL/l and the application program.  If the operation 
involves an insert to a data base segment, this area is read by 
DL/l.  If it involves 'getting' a segment, DL/l writes the 
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TABLE 3-  FUNCTION OF DL/l CALLS 
Operation 
GET UNIQUE 
GET NEXT 
GET NEXT 
WITHIN PARENT 
GET HOLD 
UNIQUE 
GET HOLD NEXT 
WITHIN PARENT 
INSERT 
DELETE 
REPLACE 
Function 
Retrieve a segment occurrence independent 
of current position within data base. 
Retrieve next segment in a path of 
segments by procedding forward from a 
previously established position in the 
data base. 
Retrieve a segment occurrence independent 
of current position within the data base 
but limited to dependent segments of an 
established parent. 
Before the contents of a data base can 
be changed (with a DLET or REPL call) 
the segment must first be obtained by 
the application program. The contents 
are changed and the segment is placed 
back in the data base. .The HOLD option 
obtains a segment so that it can be 
returned to the data base. 
Used to delete a segment from the data 
base after it was first retrieved with 
a GET HOLD call. 
Used to return a modified segment to the 
data base.  The segment must have been 
first retrieved with a GET HOLD call. 
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COMMAND MEANING 
'GUbb' GET UNIQUE 
•GNbb' GET NEXT 
'GNPb' GET NEXT WITHIN PARENT 
'GHUb' GET HOLD UNIQUE 
'GHNb* GET HOLD NEXT 
•GHNP' GET HOLD NEXT WITHIN PARENT 
*ISRT' INSERT 
•DLET' DELETE 
'REPL' REPLACE 
b denotes blank 
FIGURE 8. INPUT/OUTPUT COMMANDS TO DATA LANGUAGE/l, 
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segment into this area. 
The fourth through ...n parameters are the SSA' s or Segment 
Search Arguments.  SSA's are used by the application program to 
specify a desired segment by field name and by field names in 
parents leading down through the logical hierarchy to the desired 
segment. Any number of SSA's may be strung together to identify 
the fully concatenated path of keys down a logical hierarchy to 
a specific segment. 
If a program were searching the logical data base in 
Figure 6.1 for a specific vendor number 123456, the SSA would be 
in the format: 
Vendor bb(VENDNObb 123456) 
Where 'Vendor' is the segment name, VENDNO is the field 
specified in the Data Base Description (DBD) as the key field, 
and 123456 is the key of the specific vendor being searched. 
This fully qualified SSA enables the program, on a 'hit' con- 
dition, to receive the vendor segment requested in its work area 
and a successful return code in the corresponding field.  (Table 
4 presents the segment search argument format in detail).  Once 
the linkage conventions are established, the program is ready 
for compilation and linking into IMS PGMLIB. Basic requirements 
satisfied, this program may be executed. 
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TABLE 4. SEGMENT SEARCH ARGUMENT 
BOOLEAN STATEMENT 
N 
A 
M 
E 
CMD 
CODES Q QUALIFY 
END 
OR QUALIFY 
E 
i N 
D 
* 
C 
0 
D 
E 
( M 
E 
R 
0 VALUE * OR+ 
N 
A R 
0 VALUE ) 
1 8 1 VAR 1 8 2 1-255 '  1 8 2 1-255 
SEGMENT NAME - Must be eight bytes. 
COMMAND CODES - Optional. 
BEGIN QUALIFICATION CHARACTER - Must be left 
parenthesis if SSA is qualified, else blank. 
QUALIFICATION STATEMENT- Consists of a field name, 
a relational-operator, and a comparative-value. 
FIELD NAME - Must be eight bytes.  The named field 
may be either the key field or a data field within 
the segment. 
RO RELATIONAL-OPERATOR - Two characters used to test 
against a comparative-value. RO's are: 
MEANING 
Must be equal to 
Equal to or greater than 
Equal to or less than 
Must be greater than 
Must be less than 
Must be not equal to 
OPERATOR 
b = 
= > 
= < 
b > 
b < 
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The Process 
To summarize what has been dealt with to this point, the 
following complete execution of a batch data base request is 
offered, all based on the previous examples. 
Figure 9 represents an example of our application program 
in execution.  The objective, for this example, will be to 
bring the vendor segment for vendor 123456 into the application 
program's work area in order to change the vendor's name. This 
vendor will still be known as 123456, but because of a company 
merger, his name will change from 'Acme Brackets' to 'Acme/ 
Barner Fastener'. 
At IMS initialization time, the operating system leads the 
IMS Control Program into storage.  The IMS function activates 
its principal tasks, the region controllers and Data Language/I. 
Through DL/l, the access methods open the data bases.  (In this 
example, the vendor and customer data bases).  Logging facili- 
ties (to be discussed later) are also activated.  DBDLIB and 
PSBLIB are opened; pointers are brought into storage to locate 
the application control block areas. 
Having been activated with all data bases and control blocks 
accessable, the IMS control program looks through its dedicated 
input queues for application transactions (to be discussed 
later) or batch application programs. 
In this example, IMS finds the sample program 'CUSTSRCH' 
awaiting execution.  The program is scheduled and attached by 
the region controller. Locating the address of the 'CUSTSRCH* 
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FIGURE 9-   EXECUTION OF A PROGRAM 
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entry statement, the region controller receives the address of 
the PCB in which feedback will be written. 
Taking the name of the program, the region controller 
searches PSBLIB for a PSB of that same name. After loading the 
PSB into storage, the region controller determines that the 
program is written in COBOL language and that it accesses a DBD 
named 'VENDCUST' (as defined in Figure 6.0).  The 'VENDCUST' DBD 
is loaded from DBDLIB into the application control block area 
along with the previously loaded PSB.  Although no I/O requests 
have been made by 'CUSTSRCH' as yet, the IMS region controller 
has assembled all of the information necessary to prepare Data 
Language/i for I/O activity.  On a subsequent I/O request, DL/l 
will know that 'CUSTSRCH1' has been authorized to request logical 
retrieval of segments hierarchically related in the vendor and 
customer data bases. 
All control blocks and linkages have been completed.  The 
region controller now passes control to the application program. 
Continuing this example, the application program issues the 
following call to DL/l: 
ENTER LINKAGE. 
CALL 'CBLTDLI' USING OP-CODE VEND-PCB VEND-AREA VEND-SSA. 
ENTER COBOL. 
Figure 10 shows a sample program with values for all fields 
passed in this call. 
DL/l receives the call and examines the program's PSB 
authorization to make the particular request.  Initial examination 
of the PSB for this program informs DL/l that the application 
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COBOL BATCH CALL 
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 
DATA DIVISION. 
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 
77 OP-CODE PICTURE X(4) VALUE 'GHUb'. 
01 VEND-AREA. 
02     VENDOR PICTURE 9(6). 
02     NAME PICTURE X(20). 
01 VEND-SSA. 
02     VEND-NAME PICTURE X(8). VALUE ' VENDORb' 
02     LPAREN PICTURE X   ' VALUE '('. 
02     VEND-KEY PICTURE X(8) VALUE 'VENDNOb' 
02     VEND-OPR PICTURE XX VALUE •b   '. 
02     VEND-VALUE PICTURE 9(6) VALUE 123^56. 
02     RPAREN PICTURE X VALUE ')'. 
LINKAGE SECTION. 
01 VEND-PCB. 
02     DBD-NAME PICTURE X(8). 
02     SEG-LEVEL PICTURE XX. 
02     STATUS-CODE PICTURE XX. 
02     FILLER PICTURE X(68). 
PROCEDURE DIVISION. 
ENTER LINKAGE. 
ENTRY 'DLITCBL' 
ENTER COBOL. 
USING VEND-PCB. 
ENTER LINKAGE. 
CALL 'CBLTDLI' USING OP-CODE, VEND-PCB, VEND-AREA, 
VEND-SSA. 
ENTER COBOL 
FIGURE 10.  VALUES OF FIELDS IN ACTUAL CALL STATEMENT 
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program is permitted to execute all processing options on the 
'VENDCUST' DBD.  The PCB name being passed merely represents 
the PCB feedback address for the call and is not processed 
further for now. 
The next validation is of the segment search argument (SSA) 
being passed. DL/l knows by having searched the application 
control block representing the 'VENDCUST' DBD that 'VENDOR' is 
a valid segment name and that 'VENDNO' represents a valid key 
field within that segment.  DL/l knows further that 'VENDOR' 
resides within the vendor data base, a data base organized under 
HISAM.  The key for vendor 123456 is given to the appropriate 
access method which locates this segment and loads it into the 
'VEND-AREA' address referenced by the application program. 
Because this application needs to update the segment f 
(indicated by the (GHU) Get-and-Hold-Unique), a software lock 
is placed on this PCB and the user's I/O area.  Until this seg- 
ment returns through the access method to the data base, no 
additional calls may be made using the PCB.  In addition, no 
attempt to alter the key of this segment in the user's I/O area 
will be honored. 
The application program changes the name field in the 'VEND- 
AREA' to 'ACME/BARNER FASTENER'.  The change completed, the 
segment must be returned to the data base.  The replace function 
•REPL' is moved to the 'OP-CODE' field. 
Re-execution of this same call with 'REPL' in the op-code 
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field causes DL/l, through the access method, to replace the up- 
dated segment back into the vendor data base. A successful 
completion of this operation directs DL/l to remove the software 
locks on the application program's PCB and I/O area.  Both areas 
are again available. 
All levels of IMS process control have now been described. 
The DBD, PSB, and application program constraints have been 
identified.  The remaining aspect of IMS is that which enables 
the execution of Data Communications with logical terminals as 
well as logical data bases. This facility permits the online 
use of logical data bases through -the-interactive and conver- 
sational facilities of IMS, presented in the next section as 
Data Communications Facilities. 
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Data Communications Facilities 
Up to this point all discussion has been directed at IMS 
batch processing capabilities.  In batch processing single 
transactions are accumulated and periodically processed against 
a data base.  The most significant problem with batch process 
is that of data reliability due to elapsed time.  Since the data 
base is not continuously available to a batch program, data may 
not be up to date.  To maintain current data at all times, tele- 
processing was developed.  IMS fully supports teleprocessing 
for the entering of data or transactions from remote terminals 
with update and inquiry capability to data bases. 
Remote terminals may enter transactions to IMS for use in 
a variety of ways.  The transactions may be accumulated in a 
message queue for later processing by a batch program; or, they 
may immediately cause loading of a program sensitive to this 
transaction for immediate processing; or, they may be entered 
in a interrelated technique which closely resembles having a 
conversation with IMS.  Detailed examples of how IMS accomplishes 
total data communications control is not within the scope of this 
thesis and will not be discussed. 
As an overview of the data communications facilities, the 
following topics cover important areas as they pertain to design 
of the Planning Commission information system: 
1) The TP PCB. 
2) Physical/Logical terminal support. 
3) Message Processing 
4) System Integrity      c-j 
The TP PCB (Teleprocessing PCB) 
In the previous section on Data Base Management, the PSB 
generation was shown to have 4 basic types of statements.  Three 
of these statement types were explained as part of the introduc- 
tion to data base generation.  The fourth type, the TP PCB, 
provides the linkage through which IMS manipulates on-line 
message queues as though they too were data bases.  Surprisingly, 
DL/l provides the same interface to this PCB as to any data base 
PCB. 
This PCB enables application programs to receive messages 
from and to direct messages to destinations other than the source 
of the input message.  These output messages may either cause a 
program to be scheduled to process the message or may be directed 
to another terminal other than that which initiated the request. 
Only the output PCB needs to be coded in a PSBGEN.  The 
input PCB for an application does not require coding.  IMS builds 
it automatically. Upon entry to the application program used to 
process the message, A PCB pointer is provided to the source of 
the input message.  This PCB is inserted as the first entry of 
the PCB list normally passed to an application program.  The 
remainder of PCBs in this list (as noted earlier) have a direct 
relationship to the PCBs coded in the associated PSB for the 
program and must be in the same order. 
All TP PCBs (output only) must precede the data base PCBs 
in the PSB generation processes. Coding of the TP PCB is simple. 
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The only field required is the parameter identifying the output 
message destination.  The destination may be either a transaction 
code name or a logical terminal name. Allowable transaction 
names, and physical/logical terminal names are specified in an 
IMS system generation which is not discussed in this paper. 
Should the output PCB name a transaction code, all messages 
through this PCB will be placedxon the IMS message queues for 
processing by the corresponding transaction.  If the PCB names a 
logical terminal, the message will be directed to whatever physi- 
cal device that logical name describes.  Further discussion on 
logical terminals follows this section. 
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Logical Terminal Support 
The concept of physical and logical relationships exists in 
IMS Data Communications process as well as IMS data base process. 
Total uninterrupted support of on-line program processing re- 
quires this facility.  To provide support, the concept of logical 
terminals was developed. 
A logical terminal is any name related to a physical terminal. 
A physical terminal may have any number of logical terminals 
associated with it.  Figure 11 illustrates this concept. 
An application program in Figure 11 both receives and sends 
messages to"two"logical terminals, ABC and XYZ.  Should physical 
device 1 become inoperative, the IMS console operator can reassign 
physical terminal 2 to accept or input messages from logical 
terminal ABC.  In this manner no one terminal can prevent oper- 
ation of the system.  Logical terminal concepts provide device 
independence to IMS. 
The most important logical terminal in the IMS system is the 
Master console. Again, this terminal is device independent. 
Should it become inoperative, an IMS operator can run the system 
from another physical terminal also assigned as a Master 
terminal. 
Figure 12 shows the control of the Master terminal.  This 
logical terminal is the hub of all activity in an IMS system. 
Complete control is exercised over the communications facilities. 
Activities such as checkpointing or restarting the system, 
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monitoring of application programs and logical reassignments of 
physical terminals are all controlled at this console. 
Message Processing 
Having now described physical and logical terminals linking 
through TP PCBS to the IMS message queues the examination of an 
on-line IMS system is nearly completed.  The remaining discussion 
is concerned with the input and output messages themselves. 
IMS accepts and processes three types of messages as shown 
in Figure 13.  The first two types, the transaction and logical 
terminal messages, are normally outputted by user programs to 
the message queues.  The third is normally entered from the 
master console by the IMS operator. 
All messages have basically the same format.  The type of 
message is determined by the first one to eight characters of 
the first segment of the message.  The initial character string 
specifies the destination of the message text that follows. 
If the message is a transaction, the destination is called 
a transaction code. This code identifies the program that must 
be loaded to process the message. 
If the destination is the name of a logical terminal, the 
message is placed on the queue and scheduled for whatever 
physical terminal is associated with the name. 
Lastly, if the first character of the destination is a 
slash (/), the message is an operator command which will dy- 
namically alter the operation of IMS. 
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FIGURE 13.   INPUT MESSAGE TYPES 
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Figure 13 represents only the 'text' portion of the message 
types, y/hat an application program actually receives as an input 
message is depicted in Figure 14.  The first halfword is a binary 
count of the number of bytes contained in the message.  The 
second halfword is reserved for DL/l.  Following the control 
fields is the 'message text' defined in Figure 1J>. 
Messages may be composed of many data segments, hence the 
reason for the length count at the beginning of each segment. 
Since DL/l provides the same interface to both teleprocessing 
and data base processing, the 'call' parameter remains.  As in 
data base calls, the 'CBLTDLI' call furnishes DL/l with an 
operation code, a PCB and an I/O area in which to load the 
message. 
After processing an input message, the application program 
either terminates, asks for another message, or outputs a 
message back through DL/l. 
Out put messages closely resemble calls to data bases. 
Again the call contains an operating code (insert), a TP PCB, and 
an I/O area from which DL/l should read.  No headers or trailers 
are recognized by IMS. All segments are accumulated on the 
message queue until the program enters a call with 'purge' as the 
operation code.  Purge tells IMS that the message is complete and 
may be scheduled for its destination.  If the message contains a 
transaction code, the appropriate program will be loaded for 
processing. If the messages contains a logical terminal desti- 
nation, IMS will switch the message to the physical terminal 
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FIGURE  14.     FORMAT OF AN INPUT MESSAGE 
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referenced by the logical name.  Likewise if the message begins 
with a slash (/) indicating an operator command, the appropriate 
action will be taken to alter some function of IMS processing. 
Inserts of transactions to the message queues by remote 
terminals and by application programs constitutes a major portion 
of normal on-line processing for IMS.  System design and operator 
control become vital at this point.  In designing an IMS process 
the analyst must decide which transactions must be processed in 
a timely manner as opposed to those which may be processed at 
some other time. 
Transactions not requiring immediate processing will be 
known as batch process transactions.  They will be processed at 
some arbitrary time when the IMS Master console operator issues 
a / start command to the transaction.  This command informs IMS 
that the transaction named may commence processing of all the 
messages being held for it on the IMS message queues. 
Normal operation for all other transactions requires them 
to be started at system initialization time.  This type of trans- 
action remains on-line continuously through the processing day. 
As soon as possible after a complete message for a transaction 
appears on the queue, DL/l schedules that message and invokes 
the corresponding program to process the message. 
IMS also provides a message scheduling facility for trans- 
actions. In a normal on-line system it is not practical to 
permit all transactions to execute as soon as they enter the 
message queue.  Thus, a scheduling system was developed for IMS. 
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In passing, let it suffice to say that this scheduling facility 
enables an IMS operator to process transactions according to 
their importance and their impact on the total system.  The 
algorithm is complex and the considerations are many.  Trans- 
actions may be given higher priority whenever they appear, or 
when they reach a certain volume, or even when they have remained 
on the queue a certain length of time. 
To reiterate the statement on remote terminal transactions 
in the introduction to Data Communications Facilities, it was 
stated that transactions may be accumulated on the queues 
(batch), processed immediately, or converse with IMS.  This 
capability, conversational processing, provides a user with the 
ability to retain message continuity from a given terminal even 
though his program has not been retained in main storage 
residence.  This facility provides an update/inquiry capability 
to a remote terminal on a more intelligent basis than basic data 
collection offers. 
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Conversational Message Processing 
The remote terminal operator initiates the conversation by 
supplying the transaction code to DL/l.  The option for conver- 
sational mode is selected for each transaction at IMS/360 system 
definition time; therefore, IMS can relate to those transaction 
codes that use this mode. 
After the initial notification to IMS that a logical terminal 
requests conversational processing, only data is required to be 
inputted from that terminal. No other application progam may be 
scheduled for the terminal until the conversation has ended. 
Obviously in a dynamic environment, IMS cannot permit one 
transaction to tie up all system resources. As in normal message 
processing, the transactions entered from this terminal are 
placed on the message queue.  The difference exists in that IMS 
dedicates the requesting terminal to the application. 
Total data integrity is the responsibility of the application 
program through a scratch pad area (SPA) passed to the application 
at sign-on time. IMS determines that a transaction is conver- 
sational and thus, passes the SPA to an I/O area referenced in 
the first get-unique call of the application program to DL/l. 
The contents of this area reflects information from the 
terminal and from data bases to be saved for continuing the con- 
versation. One scratchpad exists for each terminal concurrently 
operating in conversational mode. After an application program 
receives its SPA, it is responsible for its contents. Each time 
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that the terminal enters input, the application program inserts 
the message to DL/l, then modifies its SPA to remember where in 
processing it now is, and then inserts its SPA to DL/l for 
storing until the application program is again reloaded. After 
inserting the SPA, the application ends.  Once the message has 
been processed, DL/l loads the program noted by the terminal's 
SPA as having been the last program in control of that terminal. 
The SPA is inserted into that program and the results of the 
previous message's processing are sent to the terminal.  Since 
an application program has total responsibility for its SPA, the 
terminal can actually switch from one program to another by the 
controlling program inserting its SPA with a transaction-code 
name other than its own. 
Figure 15 depicts conversational processing between an 
application program and IMS/360.  The request (transaction code) 
is initiated by the terminal; the appropriate application is 
loaded.  The program issues a get-unique for its scratch pad 
(SPA) and then alternately inserts and receives this SPA from 
IMS between inserts of data either to data bases or the logical 
terminal. A scratch pad area may be a maximum of 100 bytes in 
length and typically contains information as to the last screen 
inserted to the terminal, what data was contained in the screen, 
etc. Each time the application program is reloaded, it must 
analyze the SPA to reconstruct the series of events in process 
during.its last execution. This reconstruction is necessary 
because the program actually leaves storage each time it inserts 
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a message to DL/l for processing. 
We previously discussed programs placing messages on the 
IMS queue. In conversational process, messages are queued for 
the specific terminal involved in the conversation and thus must 
take into account the terminal's physical characteristics. 
In the design considered for this thesis, IBM 2260 Cathode 
Ray Tubes will be assumed as the conversational terminals. Each 
device or group of devices may have specific techniques for 
screen formatting (for details consult the IMS System/Applica- 
4 
tion Design Guide, Form SH20-0911). 
Using the 2260 CRT poses no problem on the input side 
because there exists no difference in input messages given to 
the application program.  Only the characters actually entered 
on the tube by the operator are placed on the queue for the 
application program. Output considerations to the terminal are 
more important to the application program. 
Figure 16 shows a typical output message format from an 
application program to a 2260 terminal.  The format nearly re- 
sembles the input message format with the exception of the 'z' 
fields reserved for DL/l use.  In output messages, the 'z' 
fields are used to provide carriage control to the physical 
terminal. Figure 16 shows the various values possible for 2260 
screen control.  Imbedded within the text is the other form of 
control in the individual line controls. New line symbols appear 
wherever necessary to format a specific screen output. All of 
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Zl Z2 TEXT 
UP TO 960 CHARS 
TYPE OF WRITE COMMAND 
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FIGURE 16.  FORMAT OF 2260 OUTPUT MESSAGE 
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the screen control characters must be provided by the applica- 
tion program within the text portion of the output message. 
On a program coding level, IMS interactive processing is 
quite simple.  Once a programmer understands Data Base Descrip- 
tions (DBDs) and Program Specification Blocks (PSBs) on a batch 
basis, the transition to on-line processing is not difficult. 
Data bases expand to message queues and terminals; the PCB    <■ 
remains the same, a link to the data. Of course, this is an 
oversimplification, but the concepts of batch and interactive 
\ processing do parallel each other.  DL/l's ability to interface 
with application programs on either level makes this possible. 
Figure 17 summarizes the discussion on Data Communications 
Facilities. Represented is an active IMS system. The control 
program interacts with the J>6o  Operating System for batch input 
requests.  Transactions are shown entering from remote terminals 
(possibly in conversational mode) through the Data Communications 
Facility to the message queues.  Here they are selected by Data 
Language/l and processed according to their destination.  If 
they are transaction codes the corresponding application 
programs are loaded along with their respective PSBs and DBDs. 
From this point the application program may accept input 
messages from the queues, retrieve and alter data base segments, 
or input messages back to the queues to some destination (ter- 
minal or program). 
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During all of this activity, the IMS system integrity 
function has been active in the form of the IMS log.  Complete 
integrity of IMS processing is based on the ability to restart 
IMS at a checkpoint by using this log.  System integrity briefly 
explains this facility. 
System Integrity 
Basic to any on-line system is the ability to successfully 
recover after a controlled stop of the system, an emergency 
stop, or a data base destruction.  IMS provides system integrity 
through a combination of periodic checkpoints taken during normal 
processing, in conjunction with the IMS log tape which records 
all activity. 
Checkpoints enable the restart programs to reconstruct the 
message queues as they existed at a specific time. There are 
several operational techniques to recover data bases and continue 
process, but these topics are not included here.  The checkpoints 
may be taken under a variety of circumstances.  In general, there 
are four conditions in which checkpoints are taken: 
1) IMS automatically schedules checkpoint based upon 
me s s a ge volume s. 
2) Master console operator requests a checkpoint. 
3) Master console operator requests orderly termination 
of the system. 
4) Master console operator requests current copy of data 
from a data base. 
By using the last checkpoint taken, an operator can restart 
the system with the IMS log tape as input. All queues are built 
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with transactions ready to execute as they were up to that check- 
point. Rather than reentering all input, only those transactions 
entered after the checkpoint must be reentered. 
Most important to this process is the log tape. All system 
activity is recorded on this log.  This includes identity of 
data bases, records modified in data bases, the transactions 
which made the modifications, messages inputted, messages out- 
putted, etc.  This information is recorded to the finest detail. 
(For a list of log record types and the record format used in 
log recording, see Table 5). 
Provided with the programs to process the log tape for 
system recovery are additional programs which produce reports 
concerning message types and terminal operations.  The data is 
generally so voluminous that IMS does not provide all reports 
possibly of interest to an installation. In these cases, data 
reduction programs can be coded by the IMS user. 
This completes the explanation of IMS as an operating 
medium for the proposed modification to the JPC's Land Use and 
Housing System.  This section was by nature of the subject 
quite lengthy.  However it is necessary to understand IMS 
processing as the basis for the remainder of this thesis.  The 
Land Use and Housing System will be analyzed as the batch 
application it is today, and proposed as an IMS batch applica- 
tion which can make the transition into an on-line conversation- 
al system. 
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TABLE 5. TYPES OF LOG RECORDS 
LOG FLAG RECORD CONTENTS 
01 PREFIX AND INPUT MESSAGE 
03 PREFIX AND OUTPUT MESSAGE 
05 PREFIX UPON COMPLETION OF SEND 
06 LOG OPENED 
LOG CLOSED 
DATE CHANGE 
CHECKPOINT 
07 APPLICATION PROGRAM TERMINATION 
08 APPLICATION PROGRAM SCHEDULING 
11 CONVERSATION STARTED 
12 CONVERSATION TERMINATED 
13 SPA OUTPUT 
14 DIAL DISCONNECT 
20 DATA MANAGEMENT OPEN 
21 DATA MANAGEMENT CLOSE 
22 NEXT MESSAGE QUEUE RECORD TO WRITE 
30 GU CALL FOR A MESSAGE 
31 ENQUEUE A MESSAGE ON AN SMB 
32 ENQUEUE A MESSAGE ON CNT 
33 DEQUEUE A MESSAGE FROM AN SMB 
34 DEQUEUE A MESSAGE FROM A CNT 
40 CHECKPOINT RECORD 
50 AFTER IMAGE FOR DATA BASE UPDATE 
51 BEFORE IMAGE FOR DATA BASE UPDATE 
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Section IV entitled Batch Process will explain the^convaa?- 
sion from today's system to an IMS batch system, based on the 
examination of IMS in the previous section.  Examination of 
DBDs and PSBs as they affect processing techniques will be 
included. 
Section V, On-line Process, proposes utilization of the 
basic design achieved in section IV to provide an on-line up- 
date/inquiry capability for the land use system.  This section 
ultimately proposes the conversational mode of teleprocessing 
for use by the JPC's Land Use and Housing System. 
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IV. BATCH PROCESS 
Current Techniques 
The JPG currently is operating the Land Use and Housing 
Information System at the Northampton County Area Community 
College on an IBM 360/Model 4o. 
Comprising the system are programs concerned with monitoring 
of the various data elements which directly affect land use and 
housing. Among these programs are the land use and housing edit 
program; the build program; the inventory program; the trend 
program; the update and general access program; the housing new 
constructions programs; and the regional births and deaths 
programs. 
Complete details of these programs and tables referenced are 
not included in this report.  For detailed examination consult 
the JPC report "Computerized Land Use and Housing Information 
System".^  However, to provide a logical transition to the data 
base design, a review of current processing should be presented. 
All of the programs mentioned above should be self-explan- 
atory as to their function.  Of more importance is how they 
function.  The purpose of this thesis was stated as providing an 
alternate solution to data storage and retrieval for the land use 
system which would provide less redundancy in data and less data 
management, but more importantly, allow the system to grow with- 
out major revisions to previously completed work.  The existing 
system cannot change easily because it employs traditional 
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methods of coding and data management. 
The 'land use and housing' system can be summarized into 
a few data sets and programs.  The main file is the land use 
file, composed of 119^- byte records stored on IBM 2314 disk 
drives.  This file is key sequenced by traffic zone, a field 
representing a geographic area.  Typically, a traffic zone 
represents an aggregate of information as to property contained 
in a sub-region, school district, traffic district, municipality, 
county hierarchy.  (Figure 18 illustrates a few traffic zone 
relationships).  The base data to build this file was taken from 
manual data for 1972.  In that year land use information had been 
completely updated. It was only a matter of updating changes to 
the following year to bring the file into balance. 
Information relating to land usage and housing also comes 
to the JPC from the Pennsylvania Department of Health in the 
form of regional births and deaths data. Each month this data 
is received on magnetic tapes, and represents the births and 
deaths throughout the state by county and municipality.  This 
data is then processed into reports usable by analysts to 
determine changes in local populations as they apply to housing 
needs. 
The programs accessing the land use file provide timely 
reports of changes in land usages and the shifts in acreages 
involved. This type of information is very important in estab- 
lishing equitable tax structures. Therefore, the information 
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Traffic County Municipality Traffic School Sub 
Zone Code 
39 
Code District 
01 
District 
06 
Region 
0001 16 02 
0002 39 19 01 06 02 
0003 39 19 01 06 02 
0004 39 19 01 06 02 
0005 39 19 04 06 02 
0006 39 19 04 06 02 
0007 39 19 04 06 02 
0008 39 19 04 06 02 
0009 39 19 04 06 02 
0010 39 19 01 06 02 
0011 39 19 01 06 02 
0012 39 25 03 09 02 
0013 39 19 01 06 02 
0014 39 25 02 09 02 
0015 39 25 02 09 02 
FIGURE 18.  TRAFFIC ZONE CROSS-REFERENCE 
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must be kept up to date.  Providing timely data is difficult in 
the traditional file approach.  As stated earlier, change is a 
critical problem in data processing.  New data types can not be 
added to the system without affecting every program in the 
system. All existing programs require recompilation to accept 
change. 
Due to the nature of the data there are numerous tables 
used in land use processing by the programs.  Each program has 
a copy of these tables hard-coded right into it.  It may be 
debateable whether this is a poor technique in any system, but 
it serves  the purpose.  That is, one new land code for residen- 
tial or commercial land use means the recompilation of every 
program in the system. 
All programs above execute against this file in some 
manner, either to update or extract data for a report.  The file 
organization is physical sequential. This organization forces a 
program to read every record during processing.  As pointed out 
earlier, IMS deals on a segment rather than a record level. 
Significant savings in processing could be realized by using 
DL/l calls instead of 0/S data management reads. 
Another problem may exist in that there is no way to relate 
data in the land use file with the births and deaths data, or 
with any new files that may be needed at a later time.  The 
system may be developed in conjunction with other systems where 
a definite relationship of data exists, but due to traditional 
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organizations no technique exists to easily access related data. 
The intent of this paper, however, is not to deal with the 
system on a program level, but to demonstrate the advantages of 
conversion to a new technology with unlimited growth possi- 
bilities . 
Today's processing programs are exclusively batch type 
programs.  They provide information to the JPC on changes in 
land usage and housing. Many other types of data are still 
collected by the JPC on a manual basis.  Items such as popula- 
tion, shcool enrollment, income, employment, auto ownership, 
shopping centers, recreation, open space, land development 
policies, industrial parks, and areas of industry are all moni- 
tored to some extent. All of these items can be brought together 
in a complete planning information system by using the IMS facil- 
ities previously discussed. 
Again, the advantage in using IMS is the ability to 
structure data as the system is developed. Restructuring of 
data elements does not affect existing programs in IMS.  Thus, 
the initial design does not necessarily need to consider the end 
design due to this data flexibility.  Data Base Design pre- 
sents the conversion to IMS. 
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Data Base Design 
All of the existing records in the 'land use' system can 
be stored in a HISAM data base as pictured in the tree structure 
diagram on Figure 19.  As noted, tree structures must be the 
first step in coding the data base description. 
As in the current record, traffic zone is the key to the 
file. Being the key segment makes it the parent of all other 
segments.  Here the similarity ends. 
The 'land use' record contains 1194 bytes, some of which is 
wasted space. Aside from the administrative fields (traffic 
district, school district, etc.) the records contain land use 
data stored by a COBOL 'occurs' statement.  This statement 
defines a field which occurs 9 times, once for each of the general 
categories of land usage (residential, commercial, industrial, 
etc.).  Within each of the 9 occurrences are 10 more occurrences 
of the specific land usages (single-family, retail business, non- 
manufacturing, etc.). The point being made is that no general cate- 
gory has more than 9 specific categories. 
Obviously, the designers of the record left extra entries 
for future growth.  The file is physical sequential even though 
it has variable data. All records are 1194 bytes with none of 
them completely filled with data.  This technique was necessary 
before IMS. 
In our data base layout in Figure 19, all segments may 
potentially exist, but no physical space is used until they are 
created.  Each segment is defined in the DBD, but no space is 
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allocated within a record until a 'call' is issued with an 
'ISRT' (insert) to that segment. 
Two initial goals in this report were the elimination of 
redundant data and the ability to restructure data without 
affecting existing processing.  This data base layout accom- 
plishes both goals. No hard coded tables are compiled into 
programs for they exist in the data base.  This provides one 
unique set of data to update. A change in description of a 
specific land use, or a new name for a school district merger do 
not affect any program.  Only the segment itself requires 
changing. Redundant data has been reduced by removing all of 
the descriptions from the records themselves.  If we had merely 
moved the description tables into the records as in traditional 
processing nothing would have been accomplished. Every record 
would contain the county, municipality, school district, sub- 
region, and their respective names. 
The ability of IMS to accommodate potential segments permits 
our design.  To repeat, no space is allocated within a record 
until an insert is executed for that segment.  This capability 
allows us to store all descriptions within one of the records. 
Normal records in the data base contain the segments 
indicated by the dotted lines.  The parent segment 'zone' has 
the child 'land use' which in turn has two children segments. 
In all but two cases, this format is exactly what is stored in 
the record.  By generating a DBD to reflect this tree structure, 
a control block is created which will permit insertion of any of 
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the segments listed in the hierarchy.  Thus although no de- 
scriptions or vital statistics data (births and deaths) are in- 
serted into a normal record, the capability is provided. 
To accomplish our goals, we can insert all of the descrip- 
tions for county, land use, municipality, school district, sub- 
region into zone zero.  (Zero is a valid numeric key but not a 
valid zone).  In addition, to add the vital statistics fields to 
the data base we can insert them into zone 500.  (There are no 
zones higher than 479). 
After inserting all segments into the file, one record with 
key zero will exist which contains all descriptions and tables 
needed in common by processing programs. Another record, zone 
500, will exist for vital statistics data.  Birth and death data 
for each municipality within a county will be stored for year to 
date accumulation in this record.  To access this data, a program 
will require sensitivity to the segments and a segment search 
argument for the correct zone.  In addition, program sensitivity 
to the zone/land use segments will need to be assigned to any 
programs processing those segments. 
Processing Techniques shows the DBD for this data base and 
discusses some of the processing possibly executed against it. 
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Processing Techniques 
The data base depicted in Figure 19 can be assembled for 
IMS by using the coded statements in Figure 20.  Each segment 
and all fields within each segment are shown.  By using the DBD 
generation process previously discussed the control block for 
this data base can be established. 
After Data Base Description the next step involves loading 
the data into the data base.  IMS provides a facility to users 
for this load process.  The data base FOB used in the PSBGEN for 
the initial load program contains a processing option of 'L'. 
This 'L' informs DL/l that the program intends to create all new 
segments in the data base being accessed. 
Thus to load the land use data base, our input record will 
require all of the basic data (traffic zone, land use, acreage, 
etc.). 
To briefly illustrate the process, the following example is 
provided. Assume that our load program has been programmed to 
only load the zone and land use segments. All other segments 
will be entered later as updates.  (Remember that segments may 
always be entered but require no previous space allocation within 
the record).  The segments to be loaded must be constructed in 
the load program's I/O area exactly as they appear in our DBD 
in Figure 20. 
The first segment to be loaded is the root or parent seg- 
ment, zone.  The key 'TRAFZONE' will allow specific access of 
this record later.  The other data such as county and 
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DBD NAME=LANDBD,ACCESS=HISAM 
DATASET DD1=LANDFILE,OVFLW=LANDOVF,DEVICE =2 314 
SEGM NAME=ZONE,BYTES=14,FREQ=1000 
FIELD NAME=(TRAFZ0NE,SEQ,U),BYTES=4,START=1,TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME=COUNTY,BYTES=2,START=5,TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME=MCDCODE,BYTES=2,START=7,TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME=TRAFDIST,BYTES=2,START=9,TYPE=C 
FIELD-NAME=SCHOOL,BYTES=2,START=11,TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME=SUBREG,BYTES=2,START=13,TYPE=C 
SEGM NAME =LANDUSE,BYTES =13,FREQ=100,PARENT=ZONE 
FIELD NAME=(USECODE,SEQ,U),BYTES=2,START=1,TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME =ACREAGE,BYTES =6,START=3,TYPE =C 
FIELD NAME=UNITS,BYTES=5,START=9,TYPE=C 
SEGM NAME =PREVUSE,BYTES =13,FREQ=5,PARENT=LANDUSE 
FIELD NAME=PREVCODE,BYTES=2,START=1,   TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME=OLDPCR,BYTES=6,START=3,TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME=OLDUNIT,BYTES=5,START=9,TYPE=C 
SEGM NAME =TRENDS,BYTES =14,FREQ=1,PARENT=LANDUSE 
FIELD NAME=PASTYR,BYTES=5,START=1,TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME =PERCENT,BYTES =2,START=6,TYPE =C 
FIELD NAME=PREVYR,BYTES =5,START=8,TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME =PERCENT,BYTES =2,START=13,TYPE =C 
SEGM NAME=CTYDESC,BYTES =32,FREQ=70,PARENT=ZONE 
FIELD NAME=(CTYCODErSEQ,U),BYTES=2,START=1,TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME=DESCCTY,BYTES=30,START=3,TYPE=C 
SEGM NAME =LANDESC,BYTES =32,FREQ=100,PARENT=ZONE 
FIELD NAME=(LANDC0DE,SEQ,U),BYTES=2,START=1,TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME=USEDESC,BYTES =30,START=3,TYPE =C 
SEGM NAME =MCDDESC,BYTES =32,FREQ=100,PARENT=Z0NE 
FIELD NAME=(MCDCDE,SEQ,U),BYTES=2,START=1,TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME=DESCMCD,BYTES=30,START=3,TYPE=C 
SEGM NAME=SCHLDESC,BYTES =32,FREQ=100,PARENT=ZONE 
FIELD NAME=(SCHOLKEY,SEQ,U),BYTES=2,START=l,TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME =DESCSCHL,BYTES =30,START=30,TYPE =C 
FIGURE  20.   HISAM DBD FOR LAND USE DATA BASE 
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SEGM NAME =SCHLMEMB, BYTES=30, FREQ=20, PARENT=SCHLDESC 
FIELD NAME=MEMBDESC,BYTES =30,START=1,TYPE =C 
SEGM NAME=VITSTATS,BYTES=2,FREQ=70,PARENT=ZONE 
FIELD NAME=(STATSKEY,SEQ,U),BYTES =2,START=1,TYPE =C 
SEGM NAME =BIRTHS,BYTES =5,FREQ=100,PARENT=VITSTATS 
FIELD NAME=(CITYCODE,SEQ,U),BYTES=2,START=1,TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME=CHILDSEX,BYTES=1,START=3,TYPE=C 
SEGM NAME =DEATHS,BYTES =6,FREQ=100,PARENT=VITSTATS 
FIELD NAME=(CODE,SEQ,U),BYTES=2,START=1,TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME=SEX,BYTES=1,START=3,TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME=AGE,BYTES=3,START=4,TYPE=C 
SEGM NAME=REGDESC,BYTES =2,FREQ=100,PARENT=ZONE 
FIELD NAME=(SREG,SEQ,U),BYTES=2,START=1,TYPE=C 
SEGM NAME=REGMEMB,BYTES=30,FREQ=20,PARENT=REGDESC 
FIELD NAME=DESCMEMB,BYTES=30,START=1,TYPE=C 
DBDGEN 
FINISH 
END 
FIGURE 20. (continued) 
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municipality are also moved into the segment.  The load program 
calls DL/l, presents the parent and it is inserted into the file. 
The next segment constructed is the land use segment which is 
also inserted and the process continues, alternately inserting 
a parent then child segment. 
This technique would load all of the segments shown within 
dotted lines on Figure 19. After the records are loaded, pro- 
cessing programs sensitive to these segments may access them. 
However, there are still no description segments in the data 
base. An update program will add them next. 
Of course all segments could have been placed in the data • 
base by the load program, but were not for illustrative purposes. 
The update program then must have a PSB gen which makes it 
sensitive to all of the segments in our data base (from county 
description to the right) and a processing option of A (ALL). 
Segments such as land use, previous land use, and trends will 
not be sensitive to this program since it has no need to access 
them. 
The descriptions will be inputted to the update program in 
the same format they existed when tableized in the old COBOL 
programs.  The update program will probably sort these descrip- 
tions to place them in the order they appear on the tree struc- 
ture. 
Having already determined that all descriptions will be 
stored in zone zero, the update program will construct the 
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insert process as follows.  The first segment to be built and 
inserted is the county description segment.  After building 
this segment from the input data, the update program issues a 
call to DL/l passing the data in this format: 
ENTER LINKAGE. 
CALL 'CBLTDLI' USING OP-CODE LAND-PCB COUNTY-DESC 
ZONE-SSA COUNTY-DESC-SEG-NAME. 
ENTER COBOL. 
DL/l will coordinate insertion of the segment after 
analyzing the call. Explanation of this call will be the same 
for each type of description segment inserted.  The op-code has 
a value of 'ISRT' which tells DL/l to perform an insert of the 
data being passed.  Land-PCB tells DL/l which data base the 
program needs and which PCB in the program specification block 
for this program should be checked.  This check informs DL/l 
as to whether the program has authority to process the data 
base, in what mode it may process, and to what segments it is 
sensitive.  The County-Desc field represents the address of the 
program's I/O area from which DL/l should take the segment to be 
inserted.  The Zone-SSA is the segment search argument which 
directs DL/l to a specific segment to be retrieved.  In this 
example the Zone-SSA will always contain zone equal to zero 
since this is the only record in which descriptions are stored. 
The last segment, County-Desc-Seg-Name, contains the name of the 
county description segment pictured in our tree structure.  The 
name 'CTYDESC' is passed in this field. This name is known to 
DL/l from the DBD for the data base found in Figure 20. 
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What DL/l knows in summary is that the update program wants 
to add a county description segment to the land use data base 
under the parent traffic zone equal to zero.  DL/l in turn 
passes this information to the HISAM access method which 
actually writes the segment into the data base. 
The access method retrieves the record with zone equal to 
zero and inserts the data passed from the application program's 
I/O area within this record (actually inserted somewhere into 
OSAM with pointers to it). 
The remainder of the description segments are inserted in 
the same manner throughout zone zero.  The school district and 
sub-region description segments are slightly different, however. 
Beneath each of these descriptions are segments detailing the 
memberships of the parents.  This is to say, the participating 
members of a school district and the municipalities arbitrarily 
assigned to a sub-region are stored. 
To insert these members, the update program must first 
insert the specific school district or sub-region code, then 
issue another call with an SSA to that code followed by the child 
segment name. 
The traffic zone records and the descriptions have all been 
loaded at this point. Remaining to be loaded are the county 
codes for the vital-statistics data (births and deaths) for each 
county and municipality. 
Again, we have arbitrarily chosen a traffic zone (500) to 
store all vital statistics data. During normal data base loading, 
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a call may be issued to zone 500 with the name 'VITSTATS' being 
the last parameter passed.  On the 'ISRT' operation, each county 
code used by the JPC will be inserted beneath zone 500.  Once 
these segments are loaded, the data base is complete. Each month 
when the Department of Health sends the JPC vital statistics data 
it can be entered into the data base. Required for entry is a 
call to DL/l specifying a get-hold-unique to a segment defined 
by SSA's. The SSA's would qualify zone equal to 500 followed by 
an SSA for the specific county followed by an SSA for the munici- 
pality.  If the search is successful, the births or deaths seg- 
ment for that municipality already exists and thus it's fields 
must be updated.  If the segment is not found the call must be 
changed to an insert with the births and deaths segments defined 
by segment name instead of key.  This will establish the new 
record for the municipality within that vital statistics county. 
In normal processing, programs will only receive zone 
records with land use segments.  Should the program require 
descriptions, the processing program merely issues a get-unique 
call to DL/l for zone zero and the appropriate description. 
This type of storage makes the application programs independent 
of the data.  (If any data is changed whether descriptions or 
codes, only those segments are changed.  The various application 
programs do not know of the change). 
All other program processing remains the same. The improve- 
ments are found in segment processing.  For programs sensitive 
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to all segments in the data base any type of processing may 
occur.  Descriptions may be listed from zone zero, traffic 
zone records printed from sequential reads, specific zones 
requested or vital statistics retrieved from zone 500 by 
segment search arguments. 
All programs are data independent and unconcerned with 
physical storage of records.  Control of each program is 
exercised through the PSB generation by segment sensitivity 
and processing options.  Program processing techniques 
discussed here are all batch types.  However, due to IMS's 
data and device independence, the transition to on-line 
conversational processing of a data base is not difficult. 
The final section, Conversational Process discusses this 
technique. 
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V. ON-LINE PROCESS 
As demonstrated throughout this paper, IMS views everything 
in a logical form. Whether commands are issued to access data 
from a data base or a physical device does not matter.  The over- 
all philosophy remains the same in batch or on-line process. The 
change is in the type of PCB used. 
The PCB used in data base processing tells DL/l that a data 
base is the target of the command being issued.  The TP PCB used 
for on-line processing tells DL/l that the target of the command 
being issued is the message queue and from the queue either a 
logical terminal or transaction. 
For conversational processing both types of PCBs are re- 
quired. As shown, the data base PCB will enable the program to 
add, update, or delete segments in the data base.  The TP PCB 
will enable the conversation to continue through the. insertion 
and retrieval of messages between DL/l, its message queues, the 
logical terminal, and the application program. We will now see 
how the conversational technique can be applied to processing 
the land use data base. 
Conversational Process 
The processing techniques discussed in the previous section 
are identical for the data base manipulations in conversational 
mode. Adding, deleting or modifying any segment in the data base 
is handled the same way because the conversational mode is an 
enhancement to data base processing, not something completely 
different. 
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The enhancement provides the capability to enter maintenance 
to the data base through a remote terminal in an interactive mode 
with IMS. Using for a basis, the discussion on conversational 
message processing in the Data Communications Facilities section, 
we can follow the process necessary to implement the conver- 
sational access mode of the land use data base. 
The intent of conversational mode is not to print reports 
but to provide a terminal user with information about his data 
base. The objective in using this mode is to allow a terminal 
user to scan segments in his data base, possibly make calcula- 
tions based on his discoveries, and store changes back into the 
data base which reflect these calculations.  In short, the 
intent is to go beyond a mere message processing facility to the 
point where the terminal user can gather enough data by con- 
versing with DL/l and his transactions to make decisions.  The 
terminal remains under control of this user until he decides to 
terminate the conversation. 
To provide this support we begin with the existing data base 
depicted in Figures 19 and 20. Since no change has been made to 
data base processing, the DBD and PSB can be copied for use by 
our conversational program. Remembering that the TP PCB must be 
included for messages we must reassemble the PSB.  However, if 
no terminal other than the one involved in the conversation is 
necessary, this TP PCB may be eliminated. As stated in the 
discussion on TP PCBs, the first PCB in a PSBGEN is reserved for 
the input message PCB.  This same PCB may be used to insert 
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output messages. 
After coding a program to support conversational mode, the 
program must be identified to IMS. A system generation for IMS 
must be executed, adding the program name for this new conver- 
sational transaction. Again, the new transaction must have the 
same name as its associated PSBGEN.  Likewise, the names of the 
candidate logical terminals permitted to carry on the conversa- 
tion must be defined in the IMS generation. One more essential 
parameter is the SPA (Scratch Pad Area) size used by this 
program. SpL/l will alternately store and pass this area between 
its message queue and the application program. 
' The total system, having been activated with logging and 
other supporting facilities active, allows us to focus on the 
application program and its processing of the land use data 
base.  In detail the following activities occur. 
The terminal operator signs on to IMS, identifying himself 
within the rules of IMS terminal security. If this facility is 
not used, the program may provide its own security processing. 
IMS constantly polls its logical terminals to determine if input 
is available. 
The terminal operator, having been cleared for entry,enters 
the name of the transaction to conversationally access the land 
use data base. Arbitrarily we will call the transaction 'LANDPROC*. 
DL/l immediately knows that 'LANDPROC' is a valid trans- 
action with an associated PSB. It further knows that the trans- 
action requires conversation and thus the logical terminal should 
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be exclusively held by this transaction for the entire conver- 
sation. 
DL/l requests loading of the 'LANDPROC' transaction. Immedi- 
ately after loading, the transaction issues a call to DL/l re- 
questing its SPA (Scratch Pad Area). Assume the SPA for this 
transaction is 100 bytes. Thus, 100 bytes will be passed to the 
'LANDPROC' transaction. From this point, total responsibility for 
the SPA belongs to the transaction. 
The transaction, still being in control, immediately inserts 
an output message to the terminal through the I/O PCB.  This mes- 
sage is inserted from a terminal I/O area and is called a screen. 
The screen for our example will consist of a maximum 960  charac- 
ters which represents the capacity print positions for an IBM 2260 
Cathode Ray Tube (CRT). The format of this output message was dis- 
cussed in Figure 16. An example of how the message will appear 
on the screen is depicted in Figure 21. 
Control of the terminal is given to the operator. Following 
the flow of screens depicted in Figures 21 through 24 will 
explain how conversational processing actually works. 
Briefly mentioned earlier was the fact that total screen 
control in conversational mode is the responsibility of the 
application program.  Primary to screen control is the position- 
ing of the cursor, a special character that denotes the beginning 
of input data. In Figure 21, the cursor has been placed at the 
bottom of the screen. The operator, desiring to enter maintenance 
to the description segments of the land use data base, replies 
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* * *  LAND USE DATA MAINTENANCE   * * * 
PLEASE SELECT OPTION FOR 
01 TRAFFIC ZONE RETRIEVAL 
02 VITAL STATISTIC* RETRIEVAL 
03 GENERATE HARD COPY OF DATA 
04 DESCRIPTIONS MAINTENANCE 
05 SIGN OFF 
► 04 
FIGURE 21.  INITIAL SCREEN FOR CONVERSATIONAL MODE 
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with option 04 plus the key indicating end-of-message. 
Internally, DL/l reads the 04 from the terminal. Checking 
control blocks it finds that 'LANDPROC1 was the conversational 
transaction using this termina.  The scratch pad area for 
•LANDPROC' is located.  This SPA is placed on the message queue 
where its presence generates a load for the transaction. 
'LANDPROC' enters, gains control, and issues a get-unique for 
its SPA. Upon analyzing its SPA, 'LANDPROC' realizes that its 
last screen was the first screen and therefore it must process 
the first reply. A get-next brings the reply from the message 
queue. 
Reply 04 tells the application that the terminal operator 
wants to do maintenance to the description segments of the land 
use data base.  To further determine what kind of maintenance, 
'LANDPROC' inserts the screen in Figure 22 to the terminal, 
updates its SPA as to which screen it inserted, inserts its SPA 
to DL/l and ends. 
The operator now views Figure 22, determines that he wishes 
to perform option 0_3_ of this screen and enters so.  Again the 
reply is placed on the queue, the SPA is picked up by 'LANDPROC', 
the reply interrogated, etc. Without further mention, the same 
detailed process occurs over and over. 
'LANDPROC' sees that the screen in Figure 22 was the last 
screen outputted and that an 03 was the reply. It now knows 
that the operator wishes to either change or look at a descrip- 
tion segment.  To determine which segment is involved, the 
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*• #■ *  DESCRIPTIONS MAINTENANCE   * * * 
01 ADD DESCRIPTIONS 
02 DELETE DESCRIPTIONS 
03 CHANGE OR VIEW DESCRIPTIONS 
04 RETURN TO MAIN SCREEN 
► 91 
— ■  . 
FIGURE 22.  OPTION 4 — DESCRIPTIONS MAINTENANCE 
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program inserts Figure 23 to the terminal, again updating and 
inserting its SPA, then ending. 
Our operator responds to Figure 23 with an 01 indicating 
that he wishes to change the county description. The 'LANDPROC' 
transaction inserts Figure 24 to the terminal to finally deter- 
mine the exact segment to be changed.  Figure 24 then is the 
actual working screen.  This particular screen will remain until 
the specific transaction has ended. 
In our example, the operator enters county code 3_9 with no 
description. His instructions for viewing a description are to 
leave it blank.  The application program being in complete screen 
control, takes county code 39, performs a fully-qualified get- 
unique to traffic zone zero/county description 39, receives 
'LEHOGH COUNTY', and inserts it to the proper position without 
changing the remainder of the screen. 
The operator should determine that 'LEHOGH COUNTY' is not 
correct and should attempt to correct. Correction involves 
entering *y* to the retry question, then reentering the county 
code with the corrected description. Again the entry will come 
back to the operator for viewing in the 'record now reads' line. 
When the terminal operator sees this message, the change has 
already been placed in the data base through the appropriate 
data base PCB. Satisfied with the change, the operator enters 
'n' to return to the main screen (Figure 21). 
The application program receives the 'n', inserts the first 
screen back to the terminal, resets everything in the SPA as 
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•# -* *  CHANGE DESCRIPTIONS   * * * 
01 COUNTY 
02 LAND USE 
03 MCD 
04 SCHOOL DISTRICT 
05 SUB-REGION 
06 UNUSED 
07 RETURN TO MAIN SCREEN 
► 01 
FIGURE 23.  OPTION 3 — DESCRIPTIONS MAINTENANCE 
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* * *  COUNTY DESCRIPTION  * * * 
COUNTY CODE   39 
DESCRIPTION 
(LEAVE BLANK TO VIEW) 
RECORD NOW READS  > LEHOGH COUNTY 
ENTER Y TO RETRY N TO RETURN TO MAIN 
FIGURE 24.  OPTION 01 — CHANGE DESCRIPTIONS 
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though we were just beginning the conversation and then inserts 
the SPA to DL/l.  The operator determining that the conversation 
should end replies to Figure 21 with an 05.  The 'LANDPROC' 
transaction receives the 05 sign off request and sends some 
message to the terminal indicating that the conversation has 
ended.  To finally terminate, the transaction moves spaces to its 
identity field in the SPA and inserts that SPA to DL/l.  This SPA 
will now be inactive until the terminal again requests it.  Pro- 
cessing of any other option uses the same logic.  Different 
routines would be branched to for a variety of conversational 
screens and any number of segment search arguments for the data 
base segments. 
All of this has been accomplished without basically changing 
the processing philosophy. We started with the data base approach 
and ended with conversational processing, all through the versa- 
tility of the Program Control Block (PCB). 
There are no changes in incorporating the remainder of data 
into this system.  Down to the basics, the same techniques are 
repeated. The facilities are the same. Once the land use system 
is converted to IMS along with the description and vital statis- 
tics segments the data base is established. Expanding the system 
to include new data types then becomes a matter of experience. 
The more experienced program designers become, the easier logical 
relationships in the form of tree structures are created. From 
these tree structures logical relationships may be seen between 
multiple data bases. Experience in the use of logical DBDs and 
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logical pointers will permit access for programs to any segment 
in these data bases.  As we have seen, data base design is the 
most demanding effort.  Beyond that and through using the 
conversational facility nothing generally changes. 
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VI. DISCUSSION AND CRITICISM 
-— -— -■ - -——■■- —— - -■-■, 1 - -  ■ -- 
For a new system such as 'land use and housing', IMS 
conversion should certainly be considered from a growth point 
of view.  The terminology may sometimes be difficult but the 
potential for growth is tremendous.  Few other data base systems 
offer the total support from batch process through teleprocessing 
as does IMS. 
The problems of change found in traditional processing 
would no longer exist under an IMS environment.  File definitions 
and processing tables need not be hard coded in programs.  The 
file has been replaced by the data base description and the 
tables may be included with the data as additional segments 
which are easily changeable. Data redundancy is immediately 
reduced while data security is enhanced by the data base logging 
facilities. 
The challenge for any data base system lies in the design 
of the data base itself.  However, once this design is complete, 
no changes are needed in the conversion to on-line IMS applica- 
tions. Once DL/l processing techniques are learned, processing 
remains the same from a batch data base operation up to the 
securing and manipulation of a Scratch Pad Area (SPA) used in 
conversational processing. 
Growth is the key to IMS capabilities.  The batch processing 
discussed previously could be supported on the existing hardware 
available to the JPC. Conversational processing is an extension 
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to IMS operations and thus can be implemented with the natural 
increase in size of the computer configuration.  Equipment tends 
to decrease in price while computing power increases. As prices 
decrease and computing power needs increase changes of equipment 
will probably occur at the Community College but will have little 
effect on IMS processing. 
As resources become available, more of the enhancements 
can be added to IMS using the same processing techniques and the 
same DBDs and PSBs.  Data base processing on a batch basis should 
handle the 'land use' interests for a considerable period of time. 
As CPU power is increased to provide overall improvements in the 
Community College system, IMS will provide the growth capability 
to stay with the hardware and enhance the 'land use' application. 
In summary, IMS conversion will provide the JPC with what- 
ever performance level is required for the 'land use' system. 
If batch processing of data bases fulfills this need, the 36p/40 
computer should adequately support this requirement. If conver- 
sational processing fulfills this need, the conversion effort is 
minimal. Support for any level of data base processing is 
already contained in IMS. As the hardware becomes more powerful 
the software support can be activated. 
Again, growth with the hardware is the key, and IMS will 
provide that growth from the batch process of the data base up 
to the facility for conversational update/inquiry. Total 
support of user applications is provided by IMS through its 
ability to accommodate change. 
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By converting the 'land use' system to IMS data base 
process, the immediate benefits will include a batch system 
capable of accepting change at program and data base levels, 
combined with a reduction in data redundancy and increased 
data security. 
Future benefits can be found in the ease of conversion to 
on-line processing techniques using the IMS data communications 
facilities.  The challenges of data base design are encountered 
only one time because the same data bases can be accessed by 
the conversational process.  In this manner IMS will allow the 
JPC analysts to devote more time to program development and 
significantly less time less time to the management and storage 
of data. 
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